An experiment investigated whether adapting to individual differences in a finely-graded, single-skill program improved performance. Three types of item sequences were used. The linear group received the program in its original linear sequence. Each member of the branched group entered the program at the point determined by his performance on the branching items. Each yoked subject was paired randomly with a member of the branched group and received the item sequence, including branching items, determined by the performance of his branched partner. The yoked group provided a control for the adapting process. The only difference between the branched and yoked groups was that the item sequences were adaptive to and appropriate for the branched subjects and not for the yoked subjects. The branched and yoked groups did not differ on any of the dependent variables. Thus no gain could be attributed to the adaptive process. The results suggested that the merits of adapting to individual differences should no longer be accepted on face validity. (JK)
The Yoked Control for Assessing Branching Effects: Does Individualization Help?
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Individualization of instruction via branching or adapting is the current vogue in educational technology and is featured prominently in most literature concerning theories of instruction. Indeed, this concept lies at the core of multi-million dollar implementation activities in "individually prescribed instruction" and in computer-assisted instruction. In individualized materials or programs there is a set of common behavioral objectives or terminal behaviors toward which all students are directed. Embedded within the materials are criterion-referenced tests which diagnose the individual student's strengths or weaknesses in aptitude, achievement or learning style. Depending on this diagnosis, the student is presented with appropriate materials en route toward the common behavioral objectives.

In general, the case for adapting rests on the supposition that adapting to individual differences provides more efficient teaching in terms of greater achievement and/or more rapid progress. Such adaptive programs should not be confused with another current trend which the word adaptive might suggest, namely the student-oriented or open classroom in which the activities of the student depend to a sizable extent on their own interests or desires. In this case, the teaching objectives are not always identical for each student, nor is efficiency considered an appropriate criterion for evaluation of their teaching objectives.

Filmed from best available copy
There has been distressingly little experimental evaluation of the adaptive variable itself, or of the factors which might determine its degree of effectiveness. Indeed, with rare exceptions (cf. Cooley, 1971) there has been little expression of interest in evaluating any variables in materials which adapt to individual differences. This is not to say that there has been no evaluation of the adaptive programs themselves. It is commonly the case that these evaluations provide data on the overall effectiveness of the materials. It is also true that in some instances there are comparisons with so-called conventional instruction. However, such broad comparisons are not sufficiently analytic to build a suitable technology of education. The key factor to which success is attributed (if it is attained) is the adaptive feature whereby the sequence of materials a student receives depends upon the outcome of the criterion-referenced tests. However, the materials differ from conventional materials in a number of other ways. Generally the students work alone, and generally there is a high density of active responses. In addition, there is usually a quite different relationship between student and teacher. Often the adaptive program has a closer resemblance to the materials used in testing the outcome than does the material in the comparison program. Thus, while overall evaluation of a program is important for practical considerations, gross comparisons with control groups do not indicate how much is gained through the adaptive procedure itself. It is not possible to evaluate factors as obvious as the differential effectiveness of the different collections of instructional units seen by subjects in the various experimental groups.

A proper control for adaptation as an experimental variable would be a control group which received each of the individual sequences found in the individualized group, but without the sequences being
ADAPTED TO THE NEEDS OF THE CONTROL SUBJECTS. THIS REQUIREMENT CAN BE MET BY A "YOKED" CONTROL GROUP IN WHICH EACH CONTROL SUBJECT IS PAIRED WITH AN EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECT. EACH SUBJECT IN THE YOKED CONTROL GROUP RECEIVES A SEQUENCE OF MATERIAL IDENTICAL TO THE SEQUENCE SEEN BY HIS BRANCHED MATCH-MATE WITH THE RESULT BEING THAT THE YOKED GROUP AS A WHOLE EXPERIENCES SEQUENCES OF ITEMS IDENTICAL TO THE ITEM SEQUENCES OF THE BRANCHED GROUP, BUT NOT NECESSARILY APPROPRIATE FOR THE NEEDS OF THE YOKED GROUP. THUS THE YOKED GROUP PROVIDES A CONTROL FOR THE ADAPTIVE PROCESS. THE ONLY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE BRANCHED AND YOKED GROUPS WOULD BE THAT THE ITEM SEQUENCE IS ADAPTIVE TO AND APPROPRIATE FOR THE BRANCHED SUBJECT, BUT NOT FOR THE YOKED SUBJECT.

THE PURPOSE OF THE PRESENT STUDY IS TO MEASURE THE GAIN THAT CAN BE ATTRIBUTED TO ADAPTING TO INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES WHEN A MAXIMALLY EFFICIENT BRANCHING PROEDURE (THE BINARY SEARCH BRANCHING PROCEDURE) IS USED TO PLACE SUBJECTS WITHIN A LINEAR PROGRAM. IN ADDITION, A THIRD GROUP WHO EXPERIENCED THE COMPLETE LINEAR PROGRAM WAS USED TO PROVIDE A MEASURE OF OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS.

METHOD

SUBJECTS: THIRTY-THREE CHILDREN BETWEEN THE AGES OF 6.6 AND 7.11 COMPLETED THE PROGRAM. THEY WERE DRAWN FROM THREE SCHOOLS AND REFLECTED A WIDE RANGE OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC CLASSES. EACH 3 WAS RANDOMLY ASSIGNED TO ONE OF THREE GROUPS.

AN ADDITIONAL NINETEEN SUBJECTS WHO STARTED THE PROGRAM WERE UNABLE TO COMPLETE IT FOR A VARIETY OF REASONS (COMPUTER BREAK-DOWN, VACATIONS, INABILITY TO WORK TOUCH SENSITIVE SCREEN, INABILITY TO SOLVE ITEMS, LACK OF KNOWLEDGE OF COLOR, UNCOOPERATIVENESS). SUBJECTS WHO PERFORMED BELOW CHANCE OR PERFECTLY ON THE PRETEST WERE EXCLUDED FROM THE STUDY, BUT WITH THIS LIMITATION A WIDE RANGE OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES WAS DESIRED AND OBTAINED.
APPARATUS: A PDP 7/9 computer provided on-line control of the procedures. The material was presented on an 18" x 18" touch sensitive screen divided into a 9 x 9 matrix. A marble dispenser was used for dispensing marbles used as tokens for reinforcement. Program items were photographed on 35 mm slides which were back projected onto the touch sensitive screen by a random access 950 carousel slide projector (cf. Katsuki and Fitzhugh, 1971).

The teaching program was a 256 item linear program to teach inductive reasoning in logic and has been used in previous investigations (cf. Skinner, 1961; Holland, 1962). The program has a tested error rate of less than 10%. The pretest and posttest were composed of 21 representative items from the program which were arranged in a random order.

Program items (as well as pre and posttest items) consisted of a row of bottle shapes which, through variations in color and direction, formed a pattern. (See Figure 1) Beneath this row were spaced five alternatives from which the S chose his answer. The S had to induce which bottle came next in the series. The pattern of the bottles varied from simple, varying in only one dimension, to more complex as the program progressed.

Ten demonstration items were used which were intended to teach use of the teaching machine. The demonstration items differed from program items only in that the shapes used were circles, triangles, squares and arrows. All shapes used in the program were cut from vinyl and were red, orange, yellow or white. The shapes were photographed against a dark background.

PROCEDURE: Adaptation to individual differences was accomplished via the binary search method. The binary search procedure placed subjects in the linear sequence by beginning with the middle item and bisecting
Fig. 2: Sample items from the Inductive reasoning experiment. The number above each item indicates its position in the 234-item sequence. The correct alternatives (in order) of these items are 4, 3, 5, 3, 5, 4, 1, 4, 2, 1, 2, 4, 5, and 1.
DISTANCES FORWARD OR BACKWARD AFTER CORRECT OR INCORRECT RESPONSES. (SEE FIGURE 2) THREE GROUPS OF 11 SUBJECTS EACH EXPERIENCED THREE DIFFERENT TYPES OF ITEM SEQUENCES. THE LINES GROUP RECEIVED THE PROGRAM IN ITS ORIGINAL LINEAR SEQUENCE. THE BRANCHED GROUP RECEIVED THE MAXIMALLY EFFICIENT BINARY SEARCH PROCEDURE SO THAT EACH SUBJECT REACHED HIS PROPER PLACE IN THE LINEAR SEQUENCE AT THE POINT DETERMINED BY HIS PERFORMANCE ON THE BRANCHING ITEMS--A SEQUENCE ADAPTED TO HIS SKILL. THE THIRD GROUP WAS A YOKED CONTROL GROUP IN WHICH EACH INDIVIDUAL WAS PAIRED RANDOMLY WITH A SUBJECT IN THE BRANCHED GROUP AND RECEIVED A SEQUENCE IDENTICAL TO HIS MATCH-MATE'S AND DETERMINED BY HIS MATCH-MATE'S PERFORMANCE.

THE PRINCIPAL MEASURE WAS A COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCES IN PRETEST AND POSTTEST PERFORMANCE. ADDITIONAL MEASURES WERE THE NUMBER OF ITEMS IN THE LINEAR PORTION OF THE PROGRAM ON WHICH ERRORS WERE MADE, TOTAL NUMBER OF ERRORS INCLUDING PERSEVERATIVE ERRORS, AND TIME TO COMPLETE THE PROGRAM.

THE SUBJECTS WERE BROUGHT TO THE EXPERIMENTAL ROOM BY THE EXPERIMENTER AND WERE SEATED ON A CHILD-SIZED CHAIR IN FRONT OF THE TOUCH SENSITIVE SCREEN. THE ROOM LIGHTS WERE TURNED OFF TO PROVIDE BETTER VISIBILITY OF THE SCREEN AND ITEM. AFTER THE FIRST DEMONSTRATION ITEM APPEARED, BRIEF VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS WERE GIVEN TO THE S.

THE S WAS FIRST REQUIRED TO TOUCH EACH OBJECT ON THE TOP ROW IN SEQUENCE FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, A TYPE OF FORCED OBSERVING RESPONSE. ONLY AFTER HE HAD TOUCHED ALL THE OBJECTS IN SEQUENCE WAS HE ABLE TO SELECT THE OBJECT IN THE BOTTOM ROW WHICH COMPLETED THE SEQUENCE. IF HE TOUCHED AN OBJECT OUT OF SEQUENCE OR IF HE SELECTED THE WRONG ANSWER, THE SCREEN BLACKED OUT FOR ONE SECOND. WHEN THE STIMULI REAPPEARED, S STARTED THE COMPLETE SEQUENCE AGAIN. A CORRECT RESPONSE RESULTED IN A TONE ACCOMPANIED BY A GREEN LIGHT AND A MARBLE DROPPING FROM A HOLE NEXT TO THE TOUCH SENSITIVE
Figure 2. Binary Search Branching Procedure
screen into a clear plastic box. All items in the program, as well as the pretest and post test, operated in this manner—except that no marble was given for correct responses on the pretest and posttest. A correction procedure was used in the demonstration items and program items in both the branching and linear phases so that the next item was not presented until the correct response was made. Therefore, multiple errors on an item were possible. Pre and posttest items differed from program items in that any response to the bottom row terminated that item and resulted in the appearance of the next item. Hence, during tests there was no differential reinforcement. Only incorrect touches to the bottom row were counted as errors. No errors were recorded for demonstration items.

The general item sequence for each subject was determined by his group assignment. The item sequence for the branched S was determined by his performance on the branching items while the item sequence for a yoked S depended on the performance of the branched S with which he had been paired.

The program required more than one session for some Ss to complete since no session was more than 40 minutes in length. However, the first session for all Ss lasted at least until they had entered the program.

Results
Pretest to Posttest Gains: The difference between pretest and posttest performance is attributable to the program item sequence which the S had experienced. Table 1 shows that the linear group had the greatest mean reduction of errors (6.5), the branched had a mean reduction of 3.5 errors, and the yoked group had the least mean reduction of errors (1.45). The assumed primacy of adapting to individual differences would lead to
TABLE 1

Mean and Standard Deviation for Differences in Number of Errors from the Pretest to the Posttest for the Linear, Branched and Yoked Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Linear</th>
<th>Branched</th>
<th>Yoked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretest-posttest</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>differences</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in number</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of errors</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AN ASSUMPTION THAT THE PRETEST-POSTTEST GAIN SCORE SHOULD REFLECT A
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE BRANCHED GROUP AND THE YOKED CONTROL GROUP.
HOWEVER, A STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUAL GROUP COMPARISONS INDICATES NO
HINT OF STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THESE TWO GROUPS.
ALTHOUGH INDIVIDUAL GROUP COMPARISONS DID REVEAL A STRONG SUGGESTION OF
OF A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE LINEAR AND THE BRANCHED GROUPS, THIS DIFFERENCE
DID NOT REACH THE TRADITIONAL LEVEL FOR STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE
(.10 < P < .25). HOWEVER, THE YOKED AND LINEAR GROUPS DIFFERED SIGNIFICANTLY
WITH .01 < P < .025.

INSERT FIGURES 3, 4, AND 5 ABOUT HERE

THE NATURE OF THESE DIFFERENCES IS CLEAR IN THE INDIVIDUAL DATA PRESENTED
IN FIGURES 3, 4, AND 5 AS SCATTER PLOTS RELATING PRE AND POSTTEST SCORES.
IN THE LINEAR GROUP (Fig. 3) THE SCORES ARE WIDELY DISTRIBUTED FOR THE
PRETEST, RANGING FROM 6 TO 20, BUT TEND TO CLUSTER TOWARD THE TOP OF THE
GRAPH, INDICATING HIGH POSTTEST PERFORMANCE. ANY S WHO SCORED THE
SAME ON BOTH TESTS WOULD FALL ON THE DIAGONAL LINE, WHILE AN S WHO HAD
A LOWER SCORE ON THE POSTTEST THAN ON THE PRETEST WOULD FALL BELOW THIS
LINE. ONLY ONE S IN THE LINEAR GROUP SCORED LOWER ON THE POSTTEST.
ALL OTHER LINEAR S HAD POSTTEST SCORES 17 OR ABOVE. THIS GRAPH REPRESENTS
HOW A GOOD PROGRAM SHOULD EFFECT CRITERION PERFORMANCE, I.E., REGARDLESS
OF PRETEST PERFORMANCE, POSTTEST PERFORMANCE IS HIGH.

FIGURE 4 SHOWS THAT THE BRANCHED GROUP ALSO HAD A WIDE DISTRIBUTION
OF PRETEST SCORES, 7 TO 85. HOWEVER, THE POSTTEST SCORES WERE NOT
CLUSTERED NEAR THE TOP OF THE POSTTEST AS WERE THE LINEAR GROUP POSTTEST
SCORES. THE YOKED GROUP (SHOWN IN FIG. 5) LIKEWISE HAD A WIDE DISTRIBUTION
OF PRETEST SCORES, 6 TO 19, BUT FAILED TO CLUSTER NEAR THE TOP OF THE
POSTTEST. BOTH THE BRANCHED AND YOKED GROUPS HAD 7 Ss IMPROVE, 2 Ss
FIGURE 3
Number of items correct on post test as a function of number of items correct on the pretest for the Linear group.
FIGURE 4
Number of items correct on post test as a function of number of items correct on the pretest for the Branched Group.
Number of items correct on post test as a function of number of items correct on the pretest for the Yoked Group.
RECEIVE THE SAME SCORE AND 2 Ss SCORE LOWER ON THE POSTTEST THAN THEY
DID ON THE PRETEST. POSTTEST SCORES FOR THE BRANCHED GROUP RANBED FROM
7 TO 20 WHILE THE POSTTEST SCORES FOR THE YOKED GROUP RANBED FROM 4 TO 21.
Both Figure 4 and 5 differ in pattern from Figure 3. Neither shows
the clustering near the top of the posttest that is a sign of an effective
program.

Errors: A comparison of errors over the linear portion of the program
is an additional test of the efficacy of the different program sequences.
It should be remembered that the latter portion of the program forms
the criterion itself. To obtain a comparable measure for all three groups
the average entering point for the branched and yoked groups was determined.
The error data for the linear group was taken only from the items beyond
the average entering point (items 154 to the end of the program). Comparisons of
the number of items on which errors were made, the traditional error rate
of programmed instruction, show results quite similar to the posttest
performances. There was no statistically significant difference between
the branched and yoked groups with respect to error data either for the
first response errors (error rate) or total responding, including
perseverative or repeated errors. However, the linear group was significantly
superior to both the branched and the yoked groups on both of these
error measures.

Time to Complete the Program: Time to complete the program was, not
surprisingly, sensitive to the number of items received as well as the
number of errors. The linear group took significantly more time
to complete the program than either the branched or yoked group, but
the linear group spent significantly less time to answer individual items
correctly.
DISCUSSION

Since the branched and yoked groups differed only in respect to whether or not the sequence was adaptive to the individual, the yoked group provided a measure of the degree to which adaptation to individual differences in the form used in this study improved learning. This measurement indicated that there was no advantage in the adaptive process in this instance. It is of course possible, even likely, that individualization would provide superior mastery under some conditions, or some types of tasks, or for some variety of individual differences. But such an advantage for individualization should no longer be taken as obvious. Claims for such advantages should be accepted only when demonstrated through the use of a yoked control or other suitable control procedure.

In fact, the data have generally lent scant support for the usefulness of individualization. Studies which have compared branching and linear programs have generally yielded negative results (cf. Holland, 1965). In summarizing the situation Gage and Unruh (1967) wrote, "The fact is that, despite several decades of concern with individualization, few if any striking results have been reported (p. 368)." Moreover, Bracht (1970) explored the literature for interactions between treatments and aptitudes. Of 108 experiments, only five had significant results. Cronbach (1967) suggested that the very nature of branching as microadaptation with its many microdecisions makes adequate evaluation of each branching rule almost impossible. Cronbach goes on to suggest that the best advice to teachers given the current state of individualization is not to attempt to treat children differently. The persistence of evangelical papers for the adaptive process as in individualization of instruction or computer-assisted instruction is hard to comprehend in the face of such general lack of support from research findings. Moreover, the expenditure of millions of hours and the work
OF MANY WRITERS IN PREPARING EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS WHICH HAVE AS THEIR
PRINCIPAL FEATURE THE ADAPTATION TO INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES MIGHT BE
CONSIDERED AN EXERCISE IN SUPERSTITIOUS BEHAVIOR GIVEN THE CURRENT STATE
OF SCIENTIFIC FINDINGS CONCERNING THE ADAPTIVE PROCESS.

Yet the proposition that there should be much gain by tailoring
educational procedures to the individual achievement, aptitude or style
of the learner appears to be a highly reasonable proposition. It would
seem to be almost certainly the case that in some instances, or under
some conditions, such adaptation would produce superior learning.

What is very much needed is analytic research to determine the
variables which would render adaptation more or less effective. The
nature of tasks, the nature of individual differences and other
conditions which would provide the expected advantage for adaptive
programs should be experimentally determined. But most important,
any material alleged to have its effectiveness through adapting to
individual differences should have to demonstrate this advantage
through the use of a yoked control.

Summary

This experiment was designed to investigate the possible
facilitating effects on performance of adapting to individual differences
in a finely-graded, single-skill program. Three types of item sequences
were used. The linear group received the program in its original
linear sequence. Each member of the branched group entered the
program at the point determined by his performance on the branching
items. Each yoked subject was paired randomly with a member of the
branched group and received the item sequence, including branching
items, determined by the performance of his branched partner. The yoked
group provided a control for the adapting process. The only difference
between the branched and yoked groups was that the item sequences were
ADAPTIVE TO AND APPROPRIATE FOR THE BRANCHED Ss AND NOT FOR THE YOKED Ss. The branched and yoked groups did not differ on any of the dependent variables. Thus no gain could be attributed to the adaptive process. The merits of adapting to individual differences should no longer be accepted on face validity. A yoked control is necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of an individualized program.
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